1.7.13 JJ Westmark Tower, West End Gate, London, W2 1BW
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Asking price £975,000
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1.7.13 JJ Westmark
Tower
West
End Gate, London, W2
1BW

Tyron Ash Real Estate are pleased
to introduce the most sought after
1 bedroom en-suite apartments in
the West End Gate development.
Located within the Westmark
Tower, offering panoramic views of
London, luxury specifications and
use of five star residents facilities.
Westmark Tower is the tallest of the
buildings at West End Gate which
provides dramatic views towards
the City, Regent’s Park and Hyde
Park. An area renowned for its
timeless charm and refined lifestyle,
it offers exquisite living spaces that
are adorned with high ceilings and
natural materials. Effortless elegant
living at West End Gate. A sense of
arrival is created by a sweeping
entrance with water features at
ground level that transitions into a
grand lobby.
Designed by renowned architects
Squire & Partners, winner of The
Sunday Times' Architect of the Year
and Development of the Year in
2015, West End Gate combines
contemporary architecture and
traditional craftsmanship. The
beautifully crafted and innovative
architecture will capture the spirit
and character of nearby period
buildings, reinterpreting the values
of mansion block living into homes
designed for the 21st century.
The Westmark Tower i s situated i n
Zone 1 London and moments from
the tranquil waters o f Little Venice
and the prestigious

neighbourhoods of
Marylebone. It offers a range
of facilities, including a 24hr
concierge, gym, swimming
pool, residents dining room
and a private cinema. With a
new piazza complete with
water features and beautiful
landscaping, Westmark is
designed to make the
grandest of statements.
Additional Information
Leasehold: 999 years
Service Charges: Estimated at
£3570 pa
Ground Rent: £600
Parking Service Charge:
Estimated £291
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Viewing
Please contact us on 03333 050 656 if you wish to arrange a viewing appointment for this property or
require further information.

These particulars, whilst believed to be accurate are set out as a general outline only for guidance and do not constitute any part of an offer or contract. Intending purchasers should not rely on them as statements of representation of
fact, but must satisfy themselves by inspection or otherwise as to their accuracy. No person in this firms employment has the authority to make or give any representation or warranty in respect of the property.

